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Figure S1. Room temperature CL spectra of ZnO samples acquired with $V_{acc} = 5$ kV and $I_b = 50$ pA. The inset shows a magnification of the NBE peak region for normalized spectra.

Figure S2. (a) NBE maximum intensity as a function of e-beam current ($I_b$) and constant e-beam voltage ($V_{acc}$) and (b) the corresponding Normalized NBE spectra from sample 1E9.
Figure S3. Normalized CL and PL spectra of the unimplanted sample measured at 80 K. Vertical lines represent the position of for \( I_{0,8}(D^0X) \) and \( I_{0,1}(D^+X) \) at low temperature (<10K) shifted ~5 meV to fit the peak maxima.

Figure S1 shows the CL spectra measured at room temperature (RT) on 10x10 µm² areas. Significant NBE blue-shifting can be noticed for 1E9 sample (inset). Power dependent-CL study was performed at RT to analyze possible thermal induced effects (e.g. band gap broadening and shifting) on the NBE peak intensity [Figure S2(a)] and spectral shape [Figure S2(b)]. We did not observe such effects using e-beam currents \( (I_b) \) up to 1 nA. The NBE peak intensity in Figure S2(a) can be approximated by a power law \( I_{NBE} \propto I_b^m \) with \( m \approx 1 \), characteristic for free- and bound-exciton emissions.\(^1\) On the other hand, the spectral shape is not affected significantly, so thermal effect can be neglected in the range of \( I_b \) used (20 to 100 pA). Figure S3 shows a comparison between CL and PL spectra at 80. The CL spectrum acquired at 4 keV shows similar characteristics as the PL spectrum.